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This paper examines patterns of negation across Salish. I distinguish three 
(and a half) different patterns across the family, with the original and most 
widespread involving a negative predicate taking a negated clause as its 
complement. I examine this pattern in some detail in Lillooet 
(St' at'imcets), and conclude that it involves negative existential 
quantification over minimal situations. I then investigate the development 
of other negative patterns in Salish, focusing on the weakening of the 
clausal boundary and the development of separate negative existential 
quantifiers in Central Salish. Finally, I compare the biclausal Salish 
pattern to similar constructions in Polynesian, and conclude with some 
remarks about its theoretical status. 

1 Introduction' 

In contrast to many areas of Salish syntax, there exists a fairly large body of work 
on negation. Though there are only a couple of explicit treatments (see in particular 
Kinkade 1976 on Upper Chehalis and Wiltschko 2000 on Upriver Halkomelem), most 
grammars of individual languages include relatively extensive discussion of negative 
patterns, due to their prominence and frequency in textual materials. This makes negation 
a fairly promising candidate for cross-linguistic investigation within the Salish language 
family, both in terms of reconstruction of the proto-Salish system and in terms of possible 
syntactic parameters. A good start to the former enterprise has been provided by Kroeber 
(1999) who includes a substantial amount of information on negation in his exhaustive 
study of subordination in Salish. I will concentrate on the latter task here, though 
obviously since the two issues are closely linked, historical questions will inevitably 
arise. 

My major claims are the following: 

(i) Across the Salish family, there are three major and one minor negation patterns, 
more or less systematically distributed by area and subfamily. 

Oi) Of these, the original pattern (still attested in almost all branches of the family, 
either as the principal means of negation or as a secondary pattern) 
almost certainly involved negation as a main predicate with a nominalized 
subordinate clause. 

(iii) This pattern is best analyzed as involving negative existential quantification over 
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either events or individuals. 

(iv) In several branches of the family, loss of nominalization on the complement of 
negation correlates with the development of a separate negative existential 
predicate. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I will take a tour of Salish, 
introducing the three-and-a-half attested patterns of negation. In Section 3, I will tum to a 
detailed examination of negation in the Northern Interior language Lillooet 
(St'at'imcets), and propose an explicit account of how it works. In Section 4 I will return 
to various diachronic, typological, and theoretical implications of the analysis presented 
here. Finally, Section 5 concludes. 

2 Three (and a HalO Patterns of Negation 

There are three major patterns of negation in Salish, and one intermediate 
subpattern, restricted to Squamish. In this section, I will briefly introduce and exemplify 
each pattern. 

2.1 Pattern A 

This is the 'classic' pattern of negation in Salish. It involves a negative predicate 
(more precisely, an impersonal intransitive stative verb) which takes a nominalized 
subordinate clause, typically introduced by whichever determiner/complementizer the 
language employs to introduce non-factive subordinate clauses.2 Schematically, we can 
represent this pattern as in (1). 

1. Pattern A. [NEG [DIC [NOMINALIZED CLAUSElll 

Pattern A is the dominant form of negation in all the Northern Interior languages 
(Lilloaet, Thompson, and Shuswap), in Tsamosan (at least in Upper Chehalis), and in the 
Central Salish language Lushootseed. It is attested as a secondary pattern in several other 
Central Salish languages, including Squamish (as a relic, without an introductory 
determiner), Straits (either with or without an introductory determiner), and Halkomelem 
(usually with the meaning "never" in the Musqueam and Cowichan dialects, but in 
Musqueam also as a simple negator with transitive verbs when no auxiliary is present). It 
is also found in all the Southern Interior languages, where it generally occurs without an 
introductory determiner (unsurprisingly, ~iven the overall reduction of determiner use in 
the Southern Interior). Examples follow. 

2 I take no position here as to the categorial status of the D/C element. See Kroeber (1999: 126] for 
pertinent remarks. 
3 Language names are abbreviated as in Kroeber (1999), except I use Hk rather than HI for Haikomelem. 
Abbreviations are as follows: ABS = absolutive, ANTI = antithetical, ASP = aspect, ATT = attributive, 
AUT = autonomous, AUX = auxiliary, CAU = causative, CERT = certainty, CN = conjunctive, D/C = 
determiner/complementizer, DElC = deictic, DEM = demonstrative, DET = determiner, DITR = 
ditransitive, EMP = emphatic, EST = established, EXCL = exclusive, EXIS = existential, FOC = focus, 
FUT = future, IND = indirective. INS = instrument. INT = interrogative, INTR = intransitivizer. IRR = 
irrealis, LMT = limiting, LNK =link, MID = middle, NCT = non-control, NEG = negation, NOM = 
nominalizer, OBJ = object, OBL = oblique, OOC= out of control, PERS = person marker, POSS= 
possessive. PART = particle, PAS = passive, PL = plural, PROG = progressive, PST = past, REC = 
reciprocal, RED = redirective. RFL = reflexive, REL = relational, SO = singular, SPC = specific, STA = 
stative, SU = subject. SUB = subordinate, T = tense, TOP = topic-maintenance. TR = transitive. A dash (-) 
stands for an affix boundary and an equals sign (=) for a clitic boundary. I have generally maintained 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

tate? 
NEG 

k=s=cu-t-ene 
D/C=NOM=do-TR -1 SG.TR.SU 

"I didn't do it." 

ta? k=s=pa-s-ken-m-s 
NEG D/C=NOM=have-NOM -do-MID=3POSS 
"He had no success.H 

xW'{oz kW=s=?acx-gn-cl-has 
NEG D/C=NOM=see-TR-2SG.OBJ-3TR.SU 
"He didn't see you." 

miita? t=?a=s=?ax-~-c 
NEG D/C=2SG.POSS=NOM=see-TR-1SG.OB 
"You do not see me. H 

xWi? kWi=gw=ad=s=u-~t-ad 
NEG· D/C=IRR=2SG.POSS=NOM-ASP-eat-TR 
"You did not eat it." 

haw=q na s=nicim=s 
NEG=IRR RL NOM=speak=3POSS 
"She did not say anything." 

?~wa kW=S=kWgC-naxw=s 
NEG D/C=NOM-see-TR=3POSS 
"He doesn't see him." 

?~Wg kWg=ng=s=t-qif 
NEG D/C= 1 SG .POSS=NOM-partake-believe 
"I don't believe it." 

?ut lut c-my-st-in 
and NEG AsP-know-TR-ISG.TR.SU 
" ... and I don't know ... " 

hit wa? 
NEG SPC 

"But it didn't run." 

ta? kWu-s-kwup-i-s 

s-naw-lx-s 
NOM-run.sg-AUT-3POSS 

NEG lSG.OB-NOM-push-TR-3TR.SU 
"He does not push me." 

lut-e hi-s-tap-scent 
NEG lSG.POSS-NOM-shoot-INTR 
"I did not shoot." 

(Th: Thompson and 
Thompson 1992: 167) 

(Sh: Kuipers 1974:96) 

(Li) 

(UCh: Kinkade 1976:19) 

(Ld: Hess 1995:96) 

(Sq: Kuipers 1967:195) 

(HkM: Suttles nd: 108) 

(NSS: MontIer 1986: 52) 

(Ok: Mattina 1985:16) 

(Cm: M.D. Kinkade, pc) 

(Ka: Vogt 1940: 75) 

(Cr: Reichard 1939: 581) 

In all these examples, the complement of the negative predicate shows the 
standard inflectional pattern for nominalized clauses, with possessive clitic subjects in 

original glosses and morpheme boundaries. with some minor changes for ease of cross-linguistic 
comparison and transparency. 
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intransitive clauses, and either subject suffix or possessive ditic subjects in transitive 
clauses (often varying with person), depending on the language. (See Kroeber 1999 and 
Davis 1999a, 2000 for details on subject inflection across the family). 

2.2 Pattern B 

In a subset of Central Salish languages (Halkomelem, Comox, and Sechelt), one 
or more negative elements select a clause inflected for a conjunctive rather than a 
possessive clitic subject. In this pattern, there is no introductory 
determiner/complementizer. In addition, an indicative (main clause) subject clitic is 
optionally present adjacent to the negation itself. There is debate as to whether Pattern B 
involves a biclausal or a monoclausal structure: Suttles (nd: 107) assumes it to be 
bic1ausal in Downriver (Musqueam) Halkomelem, whereas Wiltschko (2000) argues for 
theopposite view in Upriver (Chilliwack) Halkomelem. The pattern is schematized in 
(14). 

14. Pattern B. [NEG (SUCL) CONJUNCTIVE CLAUSE] 

Examples are given below. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

?aw~=c~xW nem=~xw (HkM: Suttles nd: 107) 
NEG=2SG.sU go=2SG.CN.SU 
"You do/will not go. n 

?aw~=c~xw li=xw xils-e-ax 
NEG=2SG.SU AUX=2SG.CN.SU want-TR-ISG.OBJ 
"You do not like me." 

(HkU :Galloway 1993: 
186) 

xWa?=c q~Jiy=an 
, ,. 
paplm 

NEG=ISG.SU stiIl=ISG.CN.SU work 
"I'm still not working." 

xWuxWa?=c hUJ=an 
NEG=ISG.SU finish=ISG.CN.SU 
"I'm not finished yet." 

xWa=can 
NEG=ISG.SU 
"I'm not well." 

?iy=an 
good= 1 SG .CN.SU 

?awa=c~n suxW-t=an C~ 
NEG=ISG.SU see-TR=ISG.CN.SU DET 
"I do not see the lake yet." 

(Cx: Kroeber 1999:155) 

(ex: Kroeber 1999:155) 

(Se: Beaumont 1985: 22) 

c~l?at eSe: Beaumont 1985:71) 
lake 

As shown in (20), in Sechelt the negative element ?iwa, obviously cognate with 
?:fWf) in Halkomelem and Straits, has acquired the specialized meaning of "not yet". In 
contrast, -as shown in (18) the same meaning in Comox, is carried by the element 
xWuxWa?, a transparent reduplicant of the standard negator xWa? The latter development 
also occurs in Squamish and Straits, where a negative element xWu?ax": xW~we, probably 
cognate with the Comox form, means "not yet" (Squamish) or "not yet/never" (Straits): 
see (23) and (32) below. Interestingly, unlike in Comox, neither Squamish nor Straits 
employs a derivative of xWa? as a simple negator; it is possible that the "not yet" forms 
were borrowed, or - more likely given its widespread distribution in Central Salish - that 
xWa? was supplanted by deri vati ves of ?~Wf) / in Squamish, Halkomelem and Straits. 
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The development of differentiated negative meanings is characteristic of Central 
Salish, and contrasts with the all-purpose negators of the interior; we shall investigate 
some of the syntactic consequences of this difference in Section 4.1 below. 

2.2.1 Pattern B' 

In Squamish, the principal means of negation involves an interesting intermediate 
pattern, in which a pre-predicative irrealis particle (q) introduces a clause inflected for a 
conjunctive subject. 

21. Pattern B'. [NEG IRREALIS PARTICLE [CONJUNCTIVE CLAUSEll 

Examples are gi ven. below. 

22. 

23. 

haw q=ap 
, . , , 
clcap 

NEG IRR=2PL.CN.SU work 
"Y ou folks did not work." 

q=an 
IRR=lSG.CN.SU 

"I haven't eaten yet." 

?itn 
eat 

(Sq: Gillon 2001) 

(Sq: Kuipers 1967: 193) 

This pattern resembles Pattern B in the use of conjunctive inflection, but differs in 
two ways: first, indicative subject clitics are never found adjacent to the negator; and 
second, the irrealis particle q (also used to introduce conditional clauses and embedded 
questions) is obligatory, and (usually) acts as a host for the conjunctive clitic. The 
etymology of q is obscure, but - as pointed out by Paul Kroeber - it is enticingly similar 
to the particle qe in Tillamook, which also appears with negation (see example (26) 
below). Moreover, it may be more distantly related to the conditional particle ka in Bella 
Coola, the irrealis particle s in Northern Straits « PS *k, cf. Klallam C) and the pervasive 
Southern Interior irrealis particle k(a)t, suggesting a possible Proto-Salish origin (though, 
again as pointed out by Kroeber, the change of *k -->q (or *q -->k) remains 
unexplained). 4 

2.3 Pattern C 

This pattern is clearly monoclausal. The negative element appears as a pre
predicati ve particle, sometimes, as in Tillamook, Squamish, and Straits, followed by an 
additional irreaIis particle. There is no introductory determiner/complementizer and no 
change in inflectional morphology. The pattern is schematized below: 

24. Pattern C: [NEG (IRREALIS PARTICLE) INDICATIVE CLAUSEl 

Pattern C is widespread, and particularly characteristic of languages spoken at the 
periphery of the Salish area, including Bella Cool a, Tillamook ,and most of the Southern 
Interior (including Okanagan, Coeur D' Alene, and Columbian). However, it also shows 
up in Central Salish, where it is the primary negation pattern in Straits, and a secondary 
pattern (with restricted meaning) in Lushootseed, Squamish, and Halkomelem. 

4 The change of *k -->q isnot unattested in Salish, however: the irrealis proclitic qa(t)= in Kalispel is 
transparently related to ka(t)= in the rest of the Southern Interior, and the Kalispel first person plural 
proclitic qe?= has no other plausible source than the standard Salish first person plural possessive marker 
*kat. 
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25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

?axW yanlx-Ic 
NEG like-lSG.SU/30B 
"I do not like this man." 

qe{s qe ns-tu(s)-sit-i 

ti=?imlk-iayx 
DET=man=DET 

NEG PART in-believe-DITR-lSG.SU 
"I do not believe him." 

hit na-xaq-n 
NEG in-pay-lSG.TR.SU 
"I did not pay him." 

hit i=?~c-ylm'ixw4m-st-s-~lx 
NEG ATT-STA-boss-CAU-3TRA.SU-3PL 
i?=tktmilxW 

DET=woman 
"They don't have a woman as bOSS."5 

lut-e- gWic-t-s 
NEG see-TR-3SG.TR.SU 
"She did not see him." 

?ew-~w~-?af ", 
s-~y 

LNK-NEG=LMT IRR-good 
"It is not good." 

xW~we ? ' , ew-ye 
NEG LNK-go 
"He's never/not yet gone." 

xWi? I~-qawqs 
NEG ASP-raven 
"That is not a raven." 

haw=c~n qat ' . , , 
clcap 

NEG=lSG.SU PART work 
"I don't work." 

?~w~-t=c~n ICwa:y 
NEG=PST=lSG.SU hungry 
"I'm never hungry." 

(Be: Davis and Saunders 
1997: 170) 

(Ti: Kroeber 1999:142 cf. 
Ede11939:41) 

(Cm: Kinkade 1978: 16) 

(Ok: Mattina 1985: 166) 

(Cr: Reichard 1939: 580) 

(NSS: MontIer 1986: 192) 

(NSL: Jelinek 1995: 515) 

(Ld: Hess 1995:95) 

(Sq: Gillon 2001) 

(HkU: Galloway 1993: 
321) 

Hess (1995: 95) claims that Pattern C negation in Lushootseed occurs only with 
negative identity statements such as that in (32), though Kroeber (1999: 158) cites the 
following example from Hess (1976) as a counterexample to this generalization: 

5 The particle t'in this example - and in virtually all other cases of negation in the long narrative text of The 
Golden Woman CA. Mattina 1985) - is glossed as 'emphatic' in A. Mattina (1985) but 'evidential' in N. 
Mattina (1996) and 'attributive' in A. Mattina (2000), indicating some uncertainty about its status (in 
particular, whether it is an optional proclitic adding another dimension of meaning to a negative statement, 
or a grammatical particle connecting negation to the negated clause). It is worth pointing out that its form is 
identical to one allomorph of the Shuswap oblique marker t1r (Kuipers 1972). and quite close to that of the 
standard Okanagan oblique marker t. 
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35. tu-xWi?=gs t11gb Ig-dZix (Ld: Hess 1976: 225) 
FUT -NEG=3CN.SU at. once ASP-break 
" ... so it does not break right away ... " 

As for the Halkomelem and Squamish patterns, they show an intriguing formal 
resemblance, in that both involve the accretion of an unexplained -1 suffix. Galloway 
treats the Halkomelem pattern as involving an instance of the past tense suffix -a1, but I 
am dubious about this, since the meaning of ?:iwa-1 is "never", rather than "not yet", as 
one might expect if the past tense morpheme were being interpreted compositionally with 
the negator. In both Halkomelem and Squamish, there is a proclitic subordinator (?a )1=, 
used primarily to introduce temporal adjuncts, which could be the source of the -1 via 
reanalysis, though (?a) 1= induces either conjunctive inflection (in both Halkomelem and 
Squamish) or nominaIized inflection (in Squamish), contrary to the indicative inflection 
in the Pattern C negative pattern. The meaning of the two patterns is also divergent. In 
Upriver Halkomelem, ?:iwa-1 is generally translated as "never, whereas in Squamish, qa-
1 appears to be used as an aspectual variant of ordinary negation, giving a habitual or 
generic cast to a negative sentence (Gillon 2001). 

2.4 Historical considerations 

Given the three major patterns of negation outlined above, the question arises as to 
which, if any of them, represents the original situation in Salish. 

Kroeber (1999: 248) plumps (somewhat hesitantly) for Pattern B, mainly on the 
grounds that there is no obvious etiology for the conjunctive negative construction in the 
history of Salish (see also footnote 3). However, it seems to me that a much stronger case 
for Proto-Salish status can be made for Pattern A, which is instantiated in all major 
branches of the family. Only in peripheral areas (the extreme northern sector of Central 
Salish, Bella Coola, and Tillamook) is it entirely absent. 6 

Pattern C is rather clearly innovative. It has arisen (presumably by separate 
developments) in every branch of the family save perhaps Tsamosan (which we don't 
know much about) and the Northern Interior (which in other respects - e.g. subject 
inflection - is also the most conservative branch of the family). The widespread 
development of monoclausal negation across Salish has typological implications: it 
suggests that the biclausal Pattern A is diachronically unstable, which is consonant with 
its cross-linguistic rarity (see Section 2.5 below). 

This leaves us with the puzzle of how Pattern B might have developed from 
Pattern A. Here is one possible (though necessarily speculative) scenario. In most of 
Central Salish, conjunctive inflection is commonly induced by reflexes of the irreaHs 
proclitic *wa= (Kroeher 1999:147). This proclitic also shows up in negative contexts in 
Lushootseed (see example (6) above), which is conservative in retaining Pattern A as its 
principal means of negation. Since Pattern A involves nominalized rather than 
conjunctive inflection, this leads to a tension between the selectional requirements of the 

6 Even in Be, Davis and Saunders (1997: 170) remark that of the two variants of intransitive third person 
predicates, only -s (historically derived from the third person possessive -5 standardly employed in 
nominalized subordinate clauses) is allowed in negative contexts, whereas -0 (historically derived from the 
-0 third person universally employed in indicative intransitive main clauses) is ungrammatical: 
(i) ?axW itnuxalkmxaylayx*(-s) ti=?imlk-iayx (Be: Davis and Saunders 

NEG know.how.to speak.Nuxalk-3SG.SU DET=man=DET 1997: 170) 
"This man does not know how to speak Bella Coola." 

It is just possible, as suggested by Kroeber (1999: 248) that this -s is derived instead from the Proto-Salish 
third person conjunctive subject *-(w)as. This would explain the absence of the nominalizer s-. otherwise 
pervasively present in subordinate environments in Bella Coola. However, since there is no other evidence 
for any vestige of the conjunctive in Bella Coola, this speculation, as Kroeber points out, is "tenuous at 
best". 
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negative predicate (or more likelYt the determiner!complementizer which it selects) and 
the irrealis proclitic: the former requires a nominalized clause, the latter a conjunctive 
clause. The tension can be resolved in two ways: by suppressing the requirements of the 
irrealis particle, and retaining nominalized inflection (i.e., Pattern A); or by suppressing 
the requirements of the determiner, and retaining conjunctive inflection (i.e., Pattern B).7 

There are a couple of potential objections to this story. Most obviously, we should 
find reflexes of the irrealis particle in negative structures in Pattern B languages: but they 
are unattested in negative environments in Halkomelem, Sechelt, and Comox, as far as I 
am aware. I do not think this is a fatal objection, however, particularly since this account 
does explain the otherwise anomalous Pattern B' characteristic of Squamish, where an 
irrealis particle (q) is indeed obligatorily present. I suspect that the loss of the irrealis 
proclitic in Pattern B languages is correlated with an independent change from biclausal 
to monoclausal status, signaled most obviously by the loss of any subordinating element 
and the appearance of indicative subject clitics adjacent to the negator (recall that this is 
impossible in Squamish which, by hypothesis, retains a biclausal pattern of negation). 

In any case, it does seem clear that two independent developments conspired to 
create Pattern B negation: the collapse of biclausal negation, and the conversion of 
nominalized to conjunctive inflection. Both developments are attested independently in 
Salish. The collapse of biclausal negation is found in all cases of Pattern C negation. The 
conversion of nominalized to conjunctive inflection is less conspicuous, but observable in 
contemporary Lower (Mount Currie) LilIooet, where in nominalized subordinate clauses 
with an elided progressive auxiliary (including but by no means confined to those 
selected by negation) conjunctive subject enclitics are acceptable alternatives to 
possessive subject clilics, as shown in (36-37).8 

36. xw'laz kW=gt=wa ?ac'x-gn-twaf 1=nukw=as, 
NEG DET=(NOM)=lPL.CN.SU=PROG see-TR-REC IRR=other=3CN.SU 
wa?=1ka1=tu? knati? l~)w-ilx 
PROG=1PL.SU=PAST DEle hide-AUT 
"We couldn't see each other sometimes, we hid ourselves." 

37. cukw-s=kan n=sKwwsm=a t=s=an=a 
finish-CAU=1SG.SU 1SG.POSS-work=EXIS DET=NOM=(PROG)lSG.CN.SU=EXIS 
kaf~m 
wait 
"I finished my work while I was waiting." 

Before leaving the arena of diachronic speculation, it is worth making one 
additional point, namely that there is rather a poor fit between the form of a negative 
element and its syntactic behavior.9 Setting aside Tsamosan and Tillamook, there are 
only four main negative etyma in Salish, two centred on the coast (*x."'a? and *?awa) and 
two in the interior (*ta? and *lut). None of them is uniquely associated with a particular 
pattern of negation, as shown in the table in (38). 

7 The reader may be wondering what happens in Lushootseed. The answer seems to be that there is a 
loosening of the selectional requirements of the irrealis proc1itic gW:]=, which appears not only with 
conjunctive and nominalized complements. but also with indicative clauses. See Kroeber (1999: 149). 
8 Strang Burton informs me that he has observed a similar phenomenon in Upriver Halkomelem. 
9 The same point is made for Central Salish by Kroeber (1999: 159). 
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38. A B B' C 

The missing cells in Patterns Band B' simply reflect the fact that these two patterns do 
not occur in the interior, where the negative etyma *ta?and *lutare exclusively found. 

At this point, I have established the primacy of Pattern A negation across Salish, 
and (I hope) made a strong case for its existence in Proto-Salish. In the next sections, I 
will conduct a more thorough examination of the syntax of Pattern A negation, using 
Lillooet as the language of investigation, before returning to the issue of the relation 
between the different negation patterns in Salish, and their broader typological and 
theoretical import. 

3 Pattern A negation in LiJlooet (St'at'imcets) 

My goals in this section are to provide a more detailed picture of how Pattern A 
negation works in Salish, and to provide the beginnings of a formal account. I will 
employ data from Lillooet to exemplify the discussion; as far as I can ascertain, both 
Thompson and Shuswap show similar behaviour. 

I will proceed as follows. In Section 3.1, I will present evidence that propositional 
(simple) negation in Lillooet is indeed biclausal. In 3.2, I will show that the negator in 
Lillooet is also used productively in negative existential constructions. I will then provide 
the outline of a unified analysis of propositional and existential negation, employing 
Arregui and Matthewson's (2001) analysis of nominalized clauses as (characteristic 
functions of) sets of minimal situations. In 3.3 I will discuss two pieces of evidence 
which seem to show that the clausal boundary in Lillooet negative constructions is 
'permeable': demonstrative clitic pronouns may climb out of the subordinate clause, and 
ergative subjects in a subordinate clause must take scope over a higher negator. Finally, 
in 3.4, I will deal with two negative aspects of negation in Linooet (and, indeed, 
throughout the family): the absence of constituent negation and the absence of focus
related negation. 

3.1 Evidence for biclausality in Lillooet negation 

Lillooet, like its Northern Interior relatives Thompson and Shuswap, exemplifies 
Pattern A negation. In propositional negative contexts, the negative element x"1az 
precedes a nominalized subordinate clause introduced by the determiner/complementizer 
kW.lO 

39. xW10z kW=a=s c?as ll 

NEG DET=(NOM)=PROG=3POSS come 
"S/he's not coming." 

40. xW1az kW=s=?acx-~n-as 
NEG DET=NOM=know-TR=3.TR.SU 
"S/he didn't see the man." 

ti=sqayxw=a 
DET=man=EXIS 

10 Davis and Matthewson (1996) argue that k W is a prosodically conditioned allomorph of the non
referential determiner kWu. 
11 Subject c1itics. determiners and the nominalizer s= frequently fuse with the progressive auxiliary waC?), 
as in (39) and (40); see also (36) and (37). 
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4l. nit s=wa?-min-rumut-as, xu? xW1az kW=n=§=wa 
FOC NOM=be-REL-l.PL.OBJ-3TR.SU but NEG DET=lSG.POSS=NOM=PROG 
laxlax-s t=lCwfn=as maqa? 
remember-CAU IRR=how.many=3CN.SU snow 
"So then she stayed with us, but I don't remember for how many years." (literally, 
"snows") 

Three types of evidence lead to the conclusion that negation involves a bic1ausal 
structure in Lillooet. First, the negative element xW?az behaves morphologically and 
syntactically like an (impersonal) intransitive main predicate. Second, the nominalized 
clause which accompanies sentential negation is the standard means of finite 
complementation in Lillooet. And third, quantificational expressions in the negated 
clause normally take only narrow scope with respect to negation; this follows 
immediately if Quantifier Raising is clause-bound (as is normally assumed) and negation 
is in a higher clause. 

We will look at these three types of evidence in 3.1.1 - 3.1.3, respectively. 

3.1.1 Negation is predicative in Lillooet 

The following evidence shows us that the negative element x"1az is predicative: 

(i) xW7az participates freely in derivational processes characteristic of other intransitive 
verbs, including inchoative formation by glottal infixation (42), out-of-control formation 
with the clitie combination ka ... a' (43), and affixation of regular causative and directive 
transitivizers (44-45). 

42. lCama'i=a=ham ?ayt tkwunsa plan wa? 
but=EXIS=ANTI then now already PROG 
xWd-?-az=iZ , takam 
NEG+INC=PL.DEM all 
"But today they have all disappeared." (Le. "Today they have aU become not") 

43. ka= xWaz=a=tli?=a (van Eijk 1986: 203) 
OOC=NEG=OOC=P AST=EXIS 
"He disappeared, he passed away." (i.e. "He became not.") 

44. xW?ay-§-tumut-as kW=a=s nulCW?-an-cim 
NEG-CAU-IPL.OB-3TR.SU DET=(NOM)=PROG=3POSS help-TR -2SG.PAS 
"He wouldn't let us help you." (i.e. "He caused us to not help yoU.")12 

45. xwai-an hiti? i=s-mac-xal-sw=a! 
NEG-TR there PL.DET=NOM-write-ACT-2SG.POSS=EXIS 
"Erase what you wrote there!" (i.e. "Cause what you have written to be not.") 

(ii) x"1azcan be modified by sentence level auxiliaries (46-47),just like any other main 
predicate, while it cannot be an auxiliary itself (48). 

12 Note z --> y I __ s regularly in Lillooet. The basic negative morpheme x"1az (probably borrowed from a 
coastal language, either Comox or Sechelt) has a large number of allegro and casual speech variants, 
including xW?ay, ?az. ?ay, and ?a. 
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46. 

47. 

Ian xw'{az 
already NEG 
"I've finished being sick." 

plan=tu? 
already=psT 
"It's already gone." 

xw'{az 
NEG 

kW=n=s=?oJ~Am 
DET= lSG.POSS=NOM=sick 

48. * xw'{dz=ikan xWuz nas 
NEG= lSG.SU gonna go 
"I'm not going to go."N 

3.1.2 kW+nominalization is the standard means of clausal subordination in Lillooet 

There is nothing exceptional about the subordinate clause that follows the 
negative predicate in Lillooet. kW+s clauses are used in almost all cases where English 
would employ a that clause (49-50), as well as in a variety of less familiar contexts, such 
as the complements to impersonal interrogative, quantificational and manner predicates 
(51-53, respectively). (See also van Eijk 1997: 233 ff, Davis and Matthewson 1996). 

49. qanim=tkan kW=s=nu}(W(-an-axw ni=n-sqacaz?=a 
hear=lSG.SU DET=NOM=help-TR -2SG.TR.SU DET=lSG.poss-father=EXIS 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

"I heard that you helped my father." (van Eijk 1997: 233) 

zewat-gn=tkan kw=s=xiq=s 
knoW-TR=lSG.SU DET=NOM=get.here=3POss 
"I know that he's arrived." 

kan kW=a=su 
is.i t. the.case DET=(NOM)=PROG=2SG.poss 
ta=koh-sw=a 
DET=car=2SG.POSS=EXIS 
"Can you lend me your car?" 

cw?it=ICa kW=s=Xak=s 
many=MOD DET=NOM=go.by=3POSS 

(van Eijk 1997: 233) 

kWu1an-s-turnx 
borrow-CAU-lSG.OB 

"It seems that she went by a bunch of times." (van Eijk 1997: 233) 

s-kgnkin kW=a=s 
STA-slow DET=(NOM)=PROG=3POSS 
"Mary drives slowly." 

tq-aIIC-am 
touch-string-MID 

k=Mary 
DET=Mary 

J3 I have one textual example (from a Lower LilIooet speaker) of a subject clitic appearing adjacent to 
x"1az: 
(i) paqWu?=tkan=xu?, (nii) s=?dz=kan s=tsicw ?i?wa? muta? 

afraid=lSG.SU=PART (FOC) NOM=NEG=lSG.SU NOM=go.there accompany again 
"I was scared, so I didn't go along (with him) there again." 

Occasionally. this type of structure is also produced by Lower LilIooet speakers in elicitation contexts: 

(ii) ?d=kan 
NEG=lSG.SU 
"I can't sleep." 

ka=)'Wuyt=a 
OOC=sleep=OOC 

However, the same speakers reject this construction as substandard. The consultant who produced (ii) later 
commented: "No. It's not a very good sentence. You probably can say it but. .. probably cutting things 
short." 
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3.1.3 Negation takes scope over quantifiers in Lillooet 

In St'at'imcets, non-quantified DPs with the assertion-of--existence determiners 
ti/ta (singular) and ?i (plural) generally take maximally wide scope, as shown in (54): see 
Matthewson (1998, 1999) for analysis. However, when DPs (normally of type e) are 
type-shifted into generalized quantifiers (of type <et, t» by the addition of an overt 
quantifier (e.g. tikgm "all"), they then take low scope with respect to negation (55). The 
only way to get the quantifier to take scope over the negator is to left-dislocate it overtly, 

as in (56). 

54. ?ay=1tu? kW=s=caqW-an-itas ?i=syeqyaqc?=a 

55. 

NEG=P AR T DET=NOM=eat -TR -3PL.TR.SU PL.DET=women=EXIS 
?i=miKihiwsxgn=a 
PL.DET=bannock=EXIS 
"(All) the women did not eat the bannock." (i.e. none of them did) 

?ay=1tu? kw=s=caqW-an-itas 
NEG=PART DET=NOM=eat-DIR-3PL.TR.SU all 
?i=mikilawsxgn=a 
PL.DET=bannock=EXIS 
"Not -all the women ate the bannock." 

~ann ?i=syeqyaqc?=a 
PL.DET=women=EXIS 

56. takann ?i=syeqyaqc?=a, ?ay=1tu? kW=s=caqW-an-itas 
all PL.DET=women=EXIS NEG=PART DET=NOM=eat-DIR-3PL.TR.SU 
?i=mikihi wsxgn=a 
PL.DET=bannock=EXIS 
"All the women didn't eat the bannock."14 

3.2 Negative predicates are negative existentials in St'at'imcets 

In addition to normal sentential negation with a nominalized k W clause, LilIooet 
freely forms negative existentials with x~az plus a DP introduced by the polarity 
determiner kWu 

57. xW1az kWu=sxWglatp 
NEG DET=ghost 
"Ghosts don't exist." 

58. x"'1az kWu=wa? c?as 
NEG DET=PROG come 
"Noone is coming." (literally: "One who is coming doesn't exist.") -

59. x"'1oz ?ayt kWu=scuqWaz l=ta=scw<lwxw=a 
NEG now DET=fish in=DET=creek=EXIS 
"There are no fish left in the creek now." 

60. x"'1ay=xu? kWu=?acx-gn-tali kWu=stam 
NEG = PART DET=see-DIR-TOP DET=what 
"Noone saw anything." (literally: "There does not exist one who saw anything.") 

14 The option of left dislocation is not possible for all speakers. Those who reject sentences like (56) simply 
give a plural DP (without tak:1m) when asked to produce a sentence with a universal quantifier taking scope 
over negation. 
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What could be contributing the negative existential force to these sentences? There are 
only two possibilities (setting aside an unmotivated zero existential quantifier): the 
polarity determiner kWu and the negative predicate itself. I assume that kWu contributes no 
quantificational force of its own: see Davis (1999b). 

But, now what about cases of propositional negation, such as those in (39-41)? 
We might say that the negator x"1az is ambiguous between being a simple propositiona1 
operator and a negative existential quantifier. But that would simply be restating the 
facts. A more fruitful hypothesis, I suggest, is to treat x"'(az uniformly as a negative 
existential quantifier, and to treat cases of propositional negation as quantification over 
events rather than over individuals (or to be more precise, over situations, which contain 
both individuals and events). 

This hypothesis has one immediate advantage: it provides a uniform treatment for 
the k W in sentential nominalization and the polarity determiner kWu found in negative 
existential constructions. Since by hypothesis, kWu is semantically vacuous, so is kW. 
The claim that the two are identical has been made previously by Davis and Matthewson 
(1996, 1997). Under their analysis, kWu ---> kW I_clitic, where "clitic" includes the 
nominalizer as well as proclitic possessive subject clitics such as n= "first person 
singular" . 

3.2.1 Prolegomena to a formal account of negation in Lillooet 

While a full formal semantic treatment of predicate negators as negative 
existential quantifiers will have to await future work, I give some pointers here as to what 
such an account might look like. The framework is that of Arregui and Matthewson 
(2001), adapting work of Zucchi (1989) on nominalization. 

Arregui and Matthewson make use of the following elements in their analysis: 

61. a set of possible situations S (corresponding to the semantic type s) 
a set of possible individuals I (corresponding to the semantic type e) 
a partial ordering on the set of situations and individuals < 
the set of maximal elements with respect to the ordering relation, or the set of 
possible worlds 

Of foremost interest to us is the fact that the set I contains both ordinary individuals and 
events (in other words, events are a subtype of individuals). This clears the way for a 
unified analysis of negation as negative existential quantification over variables of type e. 
However, before such a move can be made, it is necessary to give a semantic 
representation for nominalized clauses. As Arregui and Matthewson point out, 
nominalized clauses in Salish contain full propositions, which, by hypothesis, denote sets 
of possible situations. They propose that the function of the sentential nominalizer in 
Lillooet is to strip away all non-minimal situations, as schematized in (62). 

62. [[s]] = AP<s, t> AS [pes) & \Is' [pes') & s' < s] -+ s'= s] 
(abbreviated to: AP As [pes) & min(s)]) 

Once the non-minimal situations are stripped away from the denotation of the embedded 
proposition, the situation is effectively indistinguishable from the event itself, since 
minimal situations that contain a particular subevent will have no proper subpart that also 
contains the event. As Arregui and Matthewson put it, 

In fact, the minimal situations that contain such events will tum out to 
be extensionally indistinguishable from the events themselves. When 
we talk about a minimal situation containing an event we are, in a 
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sense, referring to one individual twice, once under the guise of an 
event, and once under the guise of a situation. Given this view of 
situations and events, , a property of minimal situations turns out to be 
extensionally equivalent to a property of events. (Arregui and 
Matthewson 2001). 

We can now define x\~az as in (63): 

63. [[xWC?az]] = Ap<S, t> . \fs[p(s) = 0J 

i.e. no situation is such that p. 

Since situations contain both minimal individuals and minimal events, xWjJaz is treated 
uniformly as a negative existential quantifier, which 'unselectively' quantifies over 
events or individuals, by quantifying uniformly over minimal situations. 15 

3.3 Monoclausal aspects of biclausal negation in Lillooet 

So far, I have motivated a biclausal analysis for Lillooet and provided a uniform 
account for the predicate negator x""faz as a negative existential quantifier. In this 
section, I will discuss some evidence that shows that the clausal boundary between the 
higher negative predicate and its complement clause is permeable to certain syntactic 
processes. I will present two such cases. First, in negative structures, demonstrative 
pronominal encliticsclitics may climb from the complement clause into the main clause 
(3.3.1); and second, ergative subjects in the complement clause must take scope over a 
predicate negator in a higher clause (3.3.2). Both these phenomena point to a certain 
instability in Pattern A (biclausal) negation, which has implications both for the collapse 
of Pattern A in Salish, and, from a broader typological perspective, for its overall cross
linguistic scarcity (see Section 4.2 below). 

3.3.1 Clitic climbing 

In Lillooet, demonstrative pronouns either occupy argument positions, just like 
regular DPs, as in (64) or alternatively (and more frequently) they encliticize to the first 
predicative element in the clause, as shown in (65); see Matthewson and Davis (1995) for 
details. 

64. 

65. 

wa? ?ayt ka=?amhahm=a 
PROG then ooc=better=OOC 
"So then those ones got better. .. " 

?iz ... 
those 

huy=tkan=?iz nas ?uxwaf-s ?~kW'{u 
going.to=lSG.Su=those go home-CAD over.to 
"I'm going to take those home to the pit-house." 

(Both examples are from the van Eijk and Williams 1981). 

s?istkgn=a 
pit.house=EXIS 

In negative clauses, however, demonstratives typically encliticize to the higher negative 
predicate, as in the (a) examples in (66-67) below, though they may also attach to the 
lower negated predicate, as in the (b) examples. 

15 I continue to treat the determiner kWu as semantically vacuous: it therefore has no effect on negative 
. existential quantification. 
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66. 

67. 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

xw'l6z=ti? kW=s=wanaxw 

NEG=that DET=NOM=true 

xw'laz 
NEG 

kW=s=wanaxw=ti? 
DET=NOM=true=that 

"That's not true." 

xw'l6z=?iz kW=s=slalift~m-s 
NEG=that DET=NOM=parent-3POSS 
"Those aren't his parents." 

(b) xw'loz kW=s=slalift~m-s=?iZ 
NEG DET=NOM=parent-3POss=that 
"Those aren't his parents." 

In the (a) cases, the demonstrative clitic has 'climbed' out of the lower clause, indicating 
that the clause boundary is not a barrier to clitic movement. 

Interestingly, this possibility is only available to demonstratives. First and second 
person subject clitics cannot in general appear adjacent to the negator, as discussed in 
footnote 11; and DP subjects cannot climb out of the negated clause either, as shown in 
the contrast between (68a) and (68b), 

68. (a) ?? xw'laz 
NEG 

ti?=kwu=kWUkWpi? 
that=DET=chief 

kW=s=?ama 
DET=NOM=good 

(Consultant's comment: "Awkward. I wouldn't say it. If it's a good 
speaker, you'd understand it.") 

(b) xw'l6z=ti? kW=s=?ama 
NEG=that DET=NOM=good 
"That chief is no good." 

kWu=kWUkWpi? 
DET=chief 

In the (a) case, the whole DP, including the demonstrative, has been raised to a position 
adjacent to the negator: the result is clumsy at best, and never produced spontaneously. In 
(b), just the demonstrative has clitic-climbed to the higher negative clause, stranding the 
DP which it is associated with in the argument position of the embedded clause: the result 
is perfectly grammatical, and is in fact the usual form volunteered for this kind of 
sentence. 

There is one other type of nominal element which can sometimes appear in the 
negating rather than the negated clause: the class of independent pronouns. The following 
examples show the independent pronoun snuwa, used for emphasis, appearing adjacent 
to the negative predicate. 

69. xw'loz ~nuwa kW=a=~u nI<yap 
NEG you DET=PROG=(NOM)=2SG.POSS coyote 
"YOU're not a coyote." (van Eijk and Williams 1981: 3) 

70. xW?<iz=ham ~nuwa kW=a=~u 
NEG = ANTI you DET=PROG=(NOM)=2SG.POSS 
xa1t-min kW=n=s=nas 
want-RED DET=1 SG,POSS=NOM=go 
"But YOU don't want me to go." 
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These examples are interesting because here, unlike with demonstrative enclitics, the 
independent pronoun doubles a clitic subject in the lower negated clause. These cases 
thus formally resemble Pattern B negation (though in Pattern B a cHtic rather than an 
independent pronoun doubles the embedded subject). As such, they provide a 
conceivable 'missing link' between Pattern A and Pattern B, though it should be pointed 
out that there is a plausible alternative analysis where the independent pronouns (which 
are inherently contrastive) are inserted parenthetically into the higher clause rather than 
being raised syntactically. 

3.3.2 Ergative subjects under negation 

The determiner kWu is licensed in a variety of non-argument environments in 
Lillooet (see Matthewson 1998, Davis 1999b), but in argument positions, its distribution 
is limited to the c-command domain of a set of non-factual operators, including modals 
(71), question operators, intensional verbs, and negation (72) (hence the name 'polarity 
determiner'). In the absence of a licensing operator, polarity kWu is ungrammatical (73). 

71. c?as=kQT kWu=zUs-xal 

72. 

come=might DET=tie-ACT 
"A policeman (literally, "one who ties people up") might come." 

xW10z kW=s=c?as 
NEG DET=NOM=come 
"No policeman came." 

kWu=rus-xal 
DET=tie-ACT 

73. * c?as kWu=rus-xal 
come DET=tie-ACT 
"A policeman is coming." 

Though quite capable of licensing kWu on an intransitive subject, as shown in (72), 
negation has the peculiarity that it cannot license kWu on a lower transitive (ergative) 
subject, as illustrated in (74-76).16 

74. 

75. 

* ?ay=~u? kW=s=?acx-~n-c-as 
NEG=PART DET=NOM=see-TR-lSG.OBJ-3TR.SU 
"No man saw me." 

kWu=sqayxw 
DET=man 

(Consultant's comment: "Doesn't make sense ... with kWu, you don't even know if 
there's such a man.") 

* x",?dz=~u? kW=s=qWus-xit-itas 
NEG=PART DET=NOM=shoot-IND-3TR.SU 
"No white people shot a bear." 

kWu=mlxat 
DET=bear 

kWu=sama? 
DET=white.person 

(Consultant's comment: "I think that kWu=sama? throws it off.") 

16 The judgements here are delicate. but speakers rarely accept the starred sentences in (74-76). Moreover, 
even speakers who sometimes accept these sentences never volunteer them spontaneously: they either 
produce paraphrases with subjects marked by the plural existence-asserting determiner ?i, or alternatively 
maintain a kWu subject but use an active intransitive instead of a transitive predicate. 
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76. * ?ay=1tu? kW=s=kwan~n-s-as kWu=scuqWaz kWu=?lixWalmixw 

NEG=PART DET=NOM=catch-CAU-3TR.SU DET=fish DET=person 
"Nobody caught a fish." 

Continuing to assume that polarity kWu is licensed by a c-commanding operator, it must 
be the case that ergative subjects raise at Logical Form to a position outside the c
command domain of the negator. There is evidence that this movement is unbounded: 
inserting an intermediate intransitive predicate between the negator and the ergative 
subject does not enhance grammaticality (77); neither does inserting a kWu subject higher 
in the tree and coindexing it with a lower ergative pro, as in (78). 

77. * ?ay=1;.u? kW=n=s=cut kW=s=kwangn-s-as 
NEG=PART DET=NOM=say DET=NOM=catch-CAU-3TR.SU 
kWu=scuqWaz kWu=?lixWalmixw 
DET=fish DET=person 
"I didn't say anybody caught a fish." 

78. * ?ay=1;.u? kW=s=cut kWu=?uxWalmixw kW=s=kwangn-s-as 
NEG=PART DET=NOM=say DET=person DET=NOM=catch-CAU-3TR.SU 
kWu=scuqWaz 
DET=fish 
"Nobody said they caught a fish." 

It turns out, however, that this behaviour is not confined to negative clauses. If we 
substitute the interrogative predicate kan "is it the case that?" for negation, we get the 
same results: 

79. * kan kW=s=kwan~n-s-as kWu=scuqWaz kWu=?lixwalmixw 

INT=PART DET=NOM=catch-CAU-3TR.SU DET=fish DET=person 
"Did anybody catch a fish?" 

(ConSUltant's comment: "Not too clear.") 

Similarly for kan=as=Ka "I wonder if. .. ":17 

80. * kan=aS=Ka kW=s=kwangn-s-as 
INT=3CN.SU=APP AR DET=NOM=catch-CAU-3TR.SU 
kWu=?uxWalmixw 

DET=person 
"I wonder if anybody caught a fish," 

kWu=scuqWaz 
DET=fish 

(Consultant's comment: "It would have to be a specific person.") 

In other words, the ungrammaticality of an ergati ve kWu-marked subject is not a property 
of negation, but reflects the broader generalization that ergative subjects must take wide 
scope with respect to all operators, whereas DPs marked with polarity kWu must be 
licensed by a c-commanding operator. In this case, therefore, negation acts the same way 
as other biclausal structures containing non-factual operators. 

17 As far as I can tell, the same generalization holds for modal enclitics such as Ka "apparently". kf't "will. 
might", ka "should, would", and (more tenuously) for the question enclitic ha. This finding is contrary to C 

Matthewson (1998: Chapter 4). More work is needed here. 
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3.4 Other aspects of Pattern A negation 

In this section I will discuss two other important (negative) aspects of Pattern A 
negation: the lack of constituent negation and the lack of focus-related negation. 

3.4.1 No constituent negation 

There is no constituent negation in Lillooet, nor in any other Pattern A language 
(nor, as far as I can tell, in any other Salish language). There is thus no direct equivalent 
of English no X, not every X, not a single X, and so on; these are translated into Lillooet 
with periphrastic constructions involving the clausal negator x"1az (see (57-60) for some 
examples). 

There is an obvious connection between this lacuna and another more famous one: 
the absence of determiner quantifiers in Salish (Jelinek 1995, Matthewson 1998). In fact, 
he absence of negative determiner quantifiers such as no X simply falls out from this 
broader generalization. The only cases of constituent negation not accounted for by the 
general absence of determiner quantifiers are those where a quantifier is adjoined to the 
whole DP, as described by Matthewson (1998). This option, however, is limited to strong 
(presuppositional) quantifiers such as tik:Jm "all", and strong (presuppositional) readings 
of weak quantifiers such as x ""lit "many". If negation in Lillooet acts like a weak rather 
than a strong quantifier (as is standardly assumed for existential quantifiers, including 
negative existentials) the only relevant case is the strong reading of weak quantifiers, 
where a weak quantifier adopts both the syntax and semantics of a strong quantifier. 

In view of this, examine the paradigm in (81-84). 

81. xW(it [?i=~iq=a sqayxW] 
many [PLDET=came=ExIs man] 
"There were many men who came." 

82. xW(oz [kwu= ~iq kWu=sqayxW] 
NEG [DET=came DET=man] 
"There were no men who came." 

83. [xW7it ?i=sqayxw=a] 1tiq 
[many PLDET=man=EXIS] came 
"Many (of the) men came." 

84. * [XW?oz kWu=sqayxW] 1tiq 
[NEG DET=man] came 
"No(ne of the) men came." 

(Consultant's translation: "Any man didn't come.") 

In (81-82) I use the quantifier x"1it "manl' to illustrate the 'weak' reading of weak 
quantifiers, where the quantifier is the main predicate of the sentence (i.e., a cardinality 
predicate) and its single argument is a (head-final) relative clause. As (82) shows, 
negation is quite happy in this structure. In (83-84), in contrast, I show the 'strong' 
reading of weak quantifiers, where the quantifier takes two arguments, one acting as its 
restriction, the other its nuclear scope, and the quantifier and the restriction are 
obligatorily fronted to a position before the main predicate. Negation is ungrammatical in 
this structure, as shown in (84). 
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What this seems to show is that the negative existential quantifier in Lillooet is 
always weak. SemanticallYt this means it can never be part of a generalized quantifier, 
nor have a presuppositional reading (Le., as "none of the ... "). 

Nevertheless} there is one place where negation behaves rather differently. When 
paired with a WH-phrase such as swat "who" or starn "whaC', it does appear with a 
restriction, as shown in the paradigm in (85-87): 

85. 

86. 

87. 

70 [kwu= swat 
NEG DET=who 

kWu=7acx-an-hHi 
DET=see-TRA-TOP 

"Noone saw any deer." 

70 [kwu=sqayxW kWu=7acx-an-tali 
NEG DET=man DET=see-TR-TOP 
"No man saw any deer." 

kWu=ci7] 
DET-deer 

kWu=ci?] 
DET-deer 

70 kWu=swat [kwu=sqayxw kWu=?acx-an-mli 
NEG DET=who DET=man DET=see-TR-TOP 
"Not one man saw any deer." 

kWu=ci7] 
DET-deer 

The crucial case is in (87), By hypothesis, negation as a weak quantifier takes a single 
argument, which of course may be a relative clause. In (85) and (86) it is possible to 
bracket the strings following negation as relative clauses (more specifically, head initial 
relatives or 'REL1 's, in the tenninology of Demirdache and Matthewson 1995 and 
Matthewson and Davis 1995). However, there is no way of constructing a relative clause 
including kWu= swat in (87): it follows that the latter must fonn a restriction for the 
negation, and as such, create a structure in vol ving a negati ve generalized quantifier. 

In fact, it is quite striking that the structure in (87) is completely unavailable for 
other weak quantifiers, including those which receive strong readings. Certainly, part of 
the reason for this is that on their indefinite readings, WH-phrases are polarity items, but 
even when a licensing context is supplied, quantifiers such as xW?it never appear with a 
WH-indefinite restriction, as shown in (88). In contrast, the strong quantifier tikam 
readily appears with a WH-indefinite restriction, with or without a polarity licenser, and 
both in fronted 'quantifier raised' positions (89) and (less frequently) in post-:verbal 
argument positions (90). 

88. * xW(it(=kat) swat (kwu=)xWuz 7utxw 

many(=FUT) who (DET= )going.to enter 
"Many people will enter." 

89. takam( ~kat) swat xWuz 7ui'xw 

many(=FUT) who going.to enter 
"Everyone will enter." 

90. 7acx -gn=fkan 7i=takgm=a swat 
see-TR-lSG.SU PL.DET=alI=EXIS who 
"I saw everyone." 

(Note that though it is possible to insert kWu between takam and its WH-restriction, 
speakers usually prefer to leave it out, as in (89) and (90». 

Though negation resembles strong rather than weak quantifiers in being able to 
take a WH-indefinite restriction, this option is much more restricted than with tikam. In 
particular, we never find [negation + WH-indefinite] in a post-predicative argument 
position, as shown in the contrast between (91) and (92). 
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91. xW?az swat kWu=?uixW 

NEG who DET=enter 
"Nobody went in." 

92. * ?uixW (kwu=)xW?az swat 
enter (DET=)NEG who 
"Nobody went in." 

There is also an important difference in the distribution of determiners between 
the two cases. With negation, kWu is obligatory between the negative quantifier and its 
nuclear scope; with takfJm, a determiner is ungrammatical. 

93. * xW?az swat ?liixW 

NEG who enter 
"Nobody went in." 

94. * tak~m swat ?i=?uixw=a 
NEG who PL.DET=enter=EXIS 
"Everybody went in." 

Strong negative quantifiers of the form [NEG + WH-INDEF] therefore have an 
odd intermediate status: though they take a restriction (the indefinite WH-phrase) like 
generalized quantifiers, they are restricted to predicate as opposed to argument positions, 
and behave like weak rather than strong quantifiers in needing a determiner to link them 
to their nuclear scope. Obviously, more work needs to be done here: 1 will leave it for 
future research. 

3.4.2 No focus related negation 

It has often been pointed out in the theoretical literature that a simple 'atomic' 
account of negation as a propositional operator runs into immediate trouble with respect 
to the interaction between focus and negation. (See e.g. Herburger 2000 and references 
therein). Bluntly put, negation in English does not appear to negate a whole proposition, 
but only the focused part; presupposed material escapes its scope. This is easy to see with 
contrastively focused material, as illustrated in (95): 

95. (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

1 didn't see Bill (I heard John). 
1 didn't see BILL (I saw John). 
1 didn't SEE Bill (I heard him). 
BILL didn't see me (John did). 
I didn't SEE BILL (Jane heard John). 

Even with 'neutral' intonation, as in (a), the subject is generally part of the 
presupposition, rather than the focus; in fact, the only way to negate a whole proposition 
is to use a highly marked 'all focus' intonation, as in (e), which needs a particularly 
convoluted prior discourse context to become felicitous. 

The familiar paradigm in (95) is not at all familiar in Salish. First, it is unclear 
whether there is any Salish equivalent to the Nuclear Stress Rule, which places a 
sentence-level accent on the most deeply embedded constituent in VP (see Cinque 1990 
and references therein). Second, in English the sentence level negator not takes scope 
over the VP but excludes the subject; there is thus an alignment of negation with the 
nuclear scope (focus) of the sentence. But as we have seen, in Lillooet intransitive 
subjects are within the scope of the negator (though ergative subjects are not, as 
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discussed in 3.3.2 above). Third, a consensus seems to be emerging that Salish languages 
lack contrastive stress (though conclusive evidence is not yet forthcoming). If so, the 
question arises as to whether there are any Salish equivalents of (95b-e), and if so, what 
they are. 

In fact, Lillooet speakers given English sentences with contrastive intonation and 
negation either produce periphrastic alternatives with clefts, as shown in (96-97), or 
simply use ordinary word order (and intonation), as in (98). 

96. 

97. 

98. 

xW(az kW=s=nit=c 
NEG DET=NOM=FOC=3POSS 
nit s=John 
FOC NOM=John 
"I didn't see BILL, but John." 

s=Bill 
NOM=Bill 

kWu=?acx-gn-an , 
DET=see-TR -lSG.TR.SU 

xW(az kW=s=nit=c s=Bill kWu=?acx-gn-c-as , 
NEG DET=NOM=FOC=3POSS NOM=Bill DET=see-TR-lSG.OBJ-3TR.SU 
nit s=John 
Foe NOM=John 
" BILL didn't see me, but John did." 

xW(az kW=s=?acx-gn-an kW=s=BiH ltu? qanim-gns=kan 
NEG DET=NOM=see-TR-lSG.TR.SU DET=NOM=Bill but hear=TR=lSG.SU 
"I didn't SEE Bill, I heard him." 

When an argument is being contrastively focused, the usual strategy is to employ the 
focusing predicate nit to form what Kroeber (1999) refers to as an 'introduced cleft', as 
can be seen in (96) and (97). If the predicate itself is being focused, this strategy is 
unavailable, and speakers generally employ simple clausal negation, often with an 
appositional phrase, as in (98). Notice in all these cases, negation retains its standard 
form as a main predicate selecting a nominalized subordinate clause, and contrastive 
intonation in English is either translated using a structural focusing device (a cleft) or is 
simply ignored. 

Does this mean that unlike in English, Salish negation is insensitive to focus? A 
full answer to this question is beyond the scope of this paper, but I think the brief answer 
is no. While Salish languages clearly don't use intonation to mark focus like English, 
they can - unlike English - make extensive use of null anaphora (pro) to encode 
presupposed material. In other words, Salish languages employ exclusively deaccenting 
rather than accenting strategies to articulate information structure. Being bound by an 
earlier discourse referent, pro always takes scope over negation. IS If deaccenting 
involves evacuating the VP (as generally assumed in the literature) this further entails 
that pro is either base-generated outside or moves outside of VP (and higher than 
negation) in Salish, while full (invariably accented) DPs remain low, inside VP,l9 This is 
in essence the phrase structure representation proposed in a number of recent works on 
Salish, including Demirdache (1997), Davis (1999a) and Wiltschko (2000b). 

These remarks are speculative, and exploring their implications would take us too 
far afield from our central topic. Accordingly, now that we have built up a relatively 
detailed picture of a Pattern A negation system in Salish, let us return to a wider view of 

1& This conjecture might also apply to ergative subjects, which, as we have seen. must take higher scope 
than negation at LF, whatever their surface position. 
19 Things are not as simple as this bipartite representation assumes, though. Recall that DPs with assertion
of-existence determiners take very wide scope, in spite of their VP-internal position. 
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the relation between the various negation patterns in Salish, their place in a typology of 
negation, and their theoretical status. 

4 Diachronic, typological, and theoretical implications 

In the last section, I argued that biclausal negation in Lillooet (and by hypothesis, in other 
Salish languages exemplifying Pattern A) involves a single, generalized, negative 
existential quantifier which quantifies over minimal situations. 

In 4.1 I will return to the other two (and a half) negation patterns in Salish, to see 
to what extent this analysis holds for them, and if not, what changes might have taken 
place from the original Pattern A system. 

In 4.2, I will take a wider look yet, briefly situating Salish biclausal negation in a 
cross-linguistic context, and more specifically comparing it to the only other language 
family where it has been discussed in detail, Polynesian. 

And finally in 4.3, I will (very) briefly engage with the theoretical negation 
literature, touching mostly on the extent to which biclausal negation can be assimilated to 
current models based on better known languages. 

4.1 Back across Salish 

Recall the four patterns of negation we have identified across Salish: 

Pattern A. 

Pattern B. 

Pattern B'. 

Pattern C. 

[NEG [DIC [NOMINALIZED CLAUSE}}} 

[NEG (SUCL) CONJUNCTIVE CLAUSE} 

[NEG IRREALIS PARTICLE [CONJUNCTIVE-CLAUSE}} 

[NEG (IRREALIS PARTICLE) INDICATIVE CLAUSE} 

We have investigated the characteristics of Pattern A negation in detail in Section 3. 
There, I concluded: 

(i) that the Pattern A negator is syntactically a predicate (an intransitive impersonal 
verb) 

(ii) that Pattern A propositional negation is biclausal (the negator selects a 
subordinate clause) 

(iii) that Pattern A negators may also quantify over nominal constituents (including 
relative clauses) 

(iv) that Pattern A negators are semantically existential quantifiers over minimal 
situations 

The question'now arises as to how the other patterns differ. Obviously, I am not going to 
be able to go into the kind of detail that is necessary to provide a full comparison of the 
syntax and semantics of Pattern A negation with other patterns, partly because of the 
limited data available, partly for reasons of space. Rather, I will confine myself to some 
somewhat speculative remarks on what I think are useful avenues of comparison, and 
directions which further research might take. I will begin with Pattern B. 
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4.1.1 Further remarks on Pattern B negation 

By far the most comprehensive and detailed look at Pattern B negation (and 
indeed, at any negation Pattern in Salish) is provided by Wiltschko (2000) in her study of 
Upriver Halkomelem negation. Wiltschko comes to the following conclusions: 

(i) the UHk negator is non-predicative: it is a functional head below C and above 
Agr(eement) (or Person Phrase, in her version of UHk clause structure) 

(ii) propositional negation in UHk is monoclausal 

Both these conclusions are at odds with Pattern A negation as I have presented it. Two 
questions then arise: first, are these conclusions justified? And second, if so, how did this 
very different syntax develop from Pattern A? 

As far as (i) goes, Wiltschko adduces the following arguments: 

(a) Negation is subject to head movement 

(b) Negation is subject to the effects of the Head Movement Constraint (HMC) 

(c) Negation fails to show predicate-argument flexibility (in that it cannot appear as 
an argument preceded by a determiner) 

I believe arguments (a) and (b) could go either way. Since verbs are heads, they are just 
as liable to undergo head movement as the heads of independent functional projections 
(more so, given the usual assumptions that verbs in V -initial languages 'climb' the 
functional skeleton of the clause via head movement); exactly the same considerations 
apply to HMC effects, which will apply to predicative negation just as much as to non
predicati ve negation. 

As for the failure of UHk negation to appear as an argument, I suspect that there is 
an independent explanation for this: clauses can never be predicative, and thus predicate
argument flexibility never applies to predicates which select clausal complements. This is 
not limited to the complements of negation: the same generalization applies to any 
predicate which selects a propositional complement, as illustrated by the LilIooet 
examples in (99), which involve the impersonal predicate cukW"to finish". Notice that 
though LilIooet clausal negation is robustly predicative, it doesn't show any predicate
argument flexibility, either, as shown in (100). 

99. (a) cukW kW=n-s=matq 
finish DET=NOM= ISG.POSS=walk 
"I finished walking." 

(b) * matq=kan kW= s= cukw (=s) 
walk=ISG.SU DET=NoM=finish(=3POSS) 
"I finished walking." 

100. (a) xW(oz kW=n-s=matq 
NEG DET=NOM=lSG.POSS=walk 
"I didn't walk." 

(b) * matq=kan kW= s= xwt{az (=s) 
walk=ISG.sU DET=NOM=NEG(=3POSS) 
"I didn't walk." 
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However, in non-clausal cases of negation, it is possible to use negation as an argument 
in Lillooet, though the results are admittedly a little awkward, for semantic reasons. 

101. (a) plan wa? xW(oz [ngt=sttatalam=a] k~nc?awna 
already PROG NEG [PL.DET=grizzly=EXIS] around.here 
"Grizzlies are already extinct (literally, "are already not") around here." 

(b) sxatalam [ngt=plan=a wa? XW?oz} k~nc?awna 
grizzly [pL.DET=already=ExIS PROG NEG] around. here 
"What are already extinct around here are grizzlies." 

Thus, I do not think there is a convincing case against treating UHk negation as 
predicati ve. However, Wiltschko does provide a convincing case against auxiliary status 
for negation in UHk; which means that if it is a verb, negation must be the predicate of a 
higher clause, rather than occupying a monoclausal structure together with the main 
predicate and auxiliary. This takes us to (ii), where the bulk of Wiltschko's 
argumentation is directed. Her principal arguments for monoclausal negation are the 
following: 

(a) There is no determiner/complementizer intervening between negation and its 
complement 

(b) 'Doubled' subject inflection appears elsewhere in indubitably monoclausal 
structures in Uhk 

(c) Main clause rather than subordinate clause passive morphology appears on a 
negated passivized predicate 

Argument (a) is obviously correct, and very clearly differentiates between Pattern A and 
pattern B negation. We will return to its implications below. Argument (b) is also correct, 
as far as it goes: monoclausal subject doubling structures are amply documented all 
across Salish, as pointed out in Davis (1999a). However, here I think Wiltschko has 
conflated two different types of subject doubling: the widespread doubling of subject 
cHtics and subject suffixes which occurs in transitive clauses all across the family; and 
the doubling of two types of subject clitic (indicative and conjunctive) which is a unique 
(and puzzling) property of Pattern B negation. In fact, on a monoclausal account, Pattern 
B negation must involve three, not two, morphological instantiations of the subject in 
transitive clauses: a subject suffix associated with voice morphology, a conjunctive clitic 
generated in PerP, and the 'extra' indicative clitic in C characteristic of P~ttern B 
negation. This is impossible to see in indicative clauses in UHk, because the third person 
indicative subject clitic is 0, and subject suffixes'are confined to third person. Thus we 
get what appears to be a maximum of two subject inflections per clause, as shown in 
(102-103). 

102. ?gW~=c~xw 

NEG=2SG.SU 
li=xW xils-e-ax (Galloway 1993: 186) 
AUX=2SG.CN.SU like-TR -ISG.OBJ 

"You don't like me.1t 

103. ?~w~=0 li=s xils-8-ax-gs (Galloway 1993: 186) 
NEG=3SU AUX=3CN.SU like-TR -ISG.OBJ-3TR.SU 
"S/he/itlthey doesn't Idon't like me." 

However, suppose we embed the entire structure in (103) beneath a complementizer or 
determiner which selects overt third person morphology. There are two possibilities here: 
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with a determiner which selects an embedded propositional complement, we will get 
nominalized inflection with third person possessive subject =8; on the other hand, with an 
irrealis complementizer such as W~= or ~t=, we will get third person conjunctive subject 
=( ~ )8. Where will this subject inflection appear? The prediction is that it will replace the 
third person 0-marked indicative subject in (103), either directly following negation or, if 
negation is modified by a preceding auxiliary, encliticized to the auxiliary instead. Here 
are the predicted sentences (the (a) cases with the enclitic attached directly to the negatof, 
the (b) cases with the enclitic attached to a preceding auxiliary): 

104. (a) ... ](w=s=76w~=s li=s lils-8-ax -~s (predicted) 
... DET=NOM=NEG=3POSS AUX=3CN.SU like-TR-lSG.OBJ-3TR.SU 
" ... that he/she/it/they doesn't Idon't like me." 

(b) ... ](w=s=li=s 76w~ li=s lils-8-ax-~s (predicted) 
... DET=NOM=AUX=3POSS NEG AUX=3CN.SU like-TR-ISO.OBJ-3TR.SU 
" ... that he/she/it/they doesn't Idon't like me." 

105. (a) ... wg=76wa=s li=s lils-8-ax-as (predicted) 
.. .if=NEG=3CN.SU AUX=3CN.SU like-TR-lSO.OBJ-3TR.SU 

" ... if helshelit/they doesn't Idon't like me." 

(b) ... wg=li=s 76wa Ii=s lils-8-ax-gs (predicted) 
.. .if=AUX=3CN.SU NEG AUX=3CN.SU like-TR-ISG.OBJ-3TR.SU 

" .. .that he/she/it/they doesn't Idon't like me." 

Unfortunately, I have no data from UHk to either confirm or contradict this 
prediction. There are however some relevant Downriver (Musqueam) Halkomelem 
examples in Suttles (nd: Section 6.4.1), including one example involving a nominalized 
negated transitive predicate (106). Since there is no conjunctive negated transitive 
example in Suttles' data, I give a negated conjunctive intransitive example in (107). 

106. ni=ct nem kWtexW-t tg=ste7exWgt nem [7g=]t~=skwul-ewtxW, 
AUX=lSG.SU go enter-TR DET=children go [OBL=]DET=school-house 
~a s=w~-?6wa=s ni=as kW6n-ngxW-as 
so NOM=EST -NEG=3POSS AUX=3CN.SU be. taken-TR-3TR.SU 
t~=s-y6~s-s kW~=ygwen-s-gt 
DET=NOM-transmit -3POSS DET=ancestor-3POSS-PAST 
"We sent the kids to school so that they did not get the traditions of their 
ancestors." 

107. wg=76we=as gmi=gs xWg-7amgt kW~=7e-:8iyey~ 
if=NEG=3CN.SU come=3CN.SU become-be. sitting DET=2POSs-friends 
7~y y~t 
and thereafter 
"If your friends do not come home, then ... " 

I think this data shows rather clearly that on a monoclausal analysis of Hk negation, not 
two but three separate loci of subject inflection will have to be identified. Moreover, two 
of those loci will host the same inflection - conjunctive enclitics, as shown in (107). On a 
biclausal analysis, neither of these undesirable consequences follows. Let us then tum to 
argument (c), the appearance of main clause rather than subordinate clause passive 
morphology in UHk negative clauses. As it stands, this is quite a compelling argument 
for a monoc1ausal analysis. Interestingly, however, there seems to be variation between 
Upriver and Downriver Halkomelem in this respect. Suttles (nd: 109) reports that in 
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Musqueam (Downriver) Halkomelem, if there is no auxiliary, a passivized predicate 
under negation takes the subordinate passive marker, without the third singular 
conjunctive enclitic =(~)s, but if there is an auxiliary, =(~)s appears attached to the 
auxiliary, and the passivized predicate which follows receives main clause passive 
morphology. This curious pattern is illustrated in (108) and (l09), from Suttles (nd: 109): 

108. ?~w~=ce?=me 
NEG=FUT=CERT 
"I will not be seen ... " 

}(W~c-n-e·l-t 
10ok-TR-lSG.OBJ-SUB.PAS 

109. ?QW~ 
NEG 

ni·=s }(W~c-n-e·l-am 
AUX=3CN.SU look-TR-ISG.OBJ-PAS 

"I am not seen ... " 

In this respect, it is noteworthy that the single example which Wiltschko provides is 
almost identical to (l09), and involves both an auxiliary and main clause passive 
morphology: 

109. ?QW~ 
NEG 

i=8 
AUX=3CN.SU 

"I wasn't seen." 

}(Wgc-l-eI-am 
look-TR-lSG.OBJ-PAS 

(Wiltschko 2000:243) 

Summarizing, the status of negation in Hk is not as clearly monoclausal as 
claimed by Wiltschko. Of her three principal arguments, only one (the absence of a 
subordinating complementizer/determiner) goes through unconditionally. The second (the 
presence of double subject inflection elsewhere in the grammar) actually turns out to be 
an argument against monoclausal status, since not two but three separate subject 
inflections are detectably present in negative structures in Hk (demonstrably so in DHk, 
and by hypothesis, in UHk too). The third argument, based on the absence of subordinate 
passive morphology in negative structures, gives mixed results: here, the presence of an 
auxiliary on which to 'hang' conjunctive inflection seems to mitigate the need for 
subordinate passive in negative structures (again demonstrably in DHk, and by extension, 
also in UHk).20 

Does this mean that we have run into a contradiction, with some diagnostics 
running one way, and some the other? I do not think so. Contemporary syntactic models 
actually provide us with a number of clausal projections of various 'sizes', and I think 
that what is at stake here is not an either/or issue of monoclausality versus biclausality, 
but a question of 'how big' the clausal projection beneath negation actually is. We can 
say with some confidence that it is not as big as a subordinate clause introduced by a 
detenniner/complementizer, since the latter are systematically missing in Pattern B 
languages. But I think we should also say that it is big enough to hold a subject - hence 
the presence of the 'extra' subject inflection in Pattern B negation. 

To make this concrete, let me provide an idea of the kind of clause structure I 
have in mind. I give my semi-biclausal version of the phrase structure of a Pattern B 
negative in (111), with Wiltschko's strictly monoclausal structure in (112) for 
comparison. (Note that 1 have re-christened Wiltschko's PersP IP, for ease of 
comparison; nothing crucial hinges on the label, as far as I can see). 

20 In this respect, it is worthy of note that auxiliaries in UHk seem to be becoming mere syntactic 'pegs'. 
rather than semantically contentful elements. They are semi-obligatory and often interchangeable (Strang 
Burton, pc); and UHk seems to be developing its own version of Subject Auxiliary Inversion. most 
unusually for a Salish language. 
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111. CIDP 

~ 
CID' 

~ 
CID IP 

~ 
EPP subject 1 l' 

(pro) ~ 
I(cVl) VP(NEG) 

~ 
V' (NEG) 

~ 
V (NEG) IP 

~ 
EPP subject 2 l' 

(pro) ~ 
I(cV2) V 

112. CP 

~ 
C' 

~ 
C(<Pl) NEGP 

~ 
NEG' 

~ 
NEG IP 

~ 
EPP subject l' 

(pro) ~ 
1(<1>2) VP 

In these diagrams, <1>1 stands for the optional subject clitic which surfaces adjacent to 
negation, and <1>2 stands for the obligatory conjunctive clitic which surfaces attached to the 
first verbal element below negation (either an auxiliary, if there is one, or the main verb, 
otherwise). EPP is the Extended Projection Principle, the condition that forces every 
clause to have a subject. 

The most salient differences between the two representations are the following. 
First, whereas in (112) Wiltschko analyzes indicative subject cIitics as inflected 
C(omplementizers), and conjunctive clitics as realizations of a lower I(nflectional) node, 
the model in (111) treats them both - along with possessive clitics - as realizations of I. 
Second, in Wiltschko's model, NEG(ation) heads a functional projection above I and 
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below C. In the alternative model, negation is a V(erb) which selects a (fairly) small 
clausal complement (IP). The monoclausal versus (semi-)biclausal status of the two 
theories follows. 

In terms of the empirical differences between the models, both account equally 
well for the absence of a determiner/complementizer in the complement to negation, but 
as I have argued above, the biclausal model handles the 'extra' subject inflection present 
in Pattern B more successfully than the monoclausal modeL It is also worth pointing out 
that the two models deal with the optional nature of the higher subject clitic in a rather 
different fashion. In Wiltschko's model, the primary clausal inflection is the higher 
indicative (<PI) subject, and the lower conjunctive (<p2) subject is only inserted to 'save' 
the derivation when <p 1 is separated from the EPP subject by an intervening NEG 
projection. It is unclear, however, why <PI may subsequently delete. In the alternative 
biclausal model, the appearance of identical <p-features in <PI and <P2 is the result of an 
optional 'copy-raising' operation which replaces the impersonal (third person) subject 
features associated with the higher negative V with the <p-features of the lower subject 
(EPP subject2). This operation is thus a species of subject-to-subject raising - a process 
known independently to occur with higher negative predicates, as discussed in 4.2 below. 

As for the puzzling passive data, it is unclear to me how either model is going to 
handle the auxiliary/non-auxiliary difference. Intuitively, when present in a negated 
passi ve clause, an auxiliary seems to mark the complement to negation as subordinate via 
a conjunctive clitic, alleviating the need for subordinate passive morphology on the main 
predicate; in the absence of an auxiliary, subordinate passive morphology is needed 
instead. While this seems to hint at biclausal status, it is quite hard to capture within the 
kind of model I have proposed in (111); on the other hand, I see no ready way to adapt 
the monoclausal model in (112) to accommodate this generalization, either. It would be 
interesting to see what happens in parallel cases in the other Pattern B languages Sechelt 
and Comox, both of which also have a main clause/subordinate clause distinction in 
passive morphology; unfortunately, I have no data from either language bearing on this 
issue. 

To conclude: in this section I have argued in some depth that a strictly 
monoclausal analysis of Pattern B negation is too strong to handle the Hk facts. Instead, I 
have proposed that Pattern B involves a weakening of the strictly biclausal status of 
Pattern A negation via a reanalysis of the complement to the negative predicate, from a 
full CP to a bare IP, with subsequent optional raising of features of the subject of the 
complement clause to the subject of the main (negative) clause. 

4.1.2 The development of negative existentials 

Before leaving Pattern B, I would like to point out one other set of salient facts, 
which may be significant in accounting for the development of Pattern B (and Pattern C) 
negation from the strictly biclausal Pattern A. 

In a number of Central Salish languages (including all the Pattern B languages, as 
well as Straits, whose primary mode of negation falls into Pattern C)21, a separate 
negative existential predicate has developed out of the all-purpose negator of Pattern 
A languages. In Halkomelem, the negative existential is ?awQte?, formed from the regular 
negator ?iwa plus te?, glossed by Suttles (nd) as "perhaps present, existent". Suttles 
remarks: 

21 The same is true of Tillamook, according to Paul Kroeber (pc). 
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Followed by a noun standing as a predicate complement (with 
no article or demonstrative), ?gw~te? has the sense be none, be 
non-existent, providing the negative counterparts of existential 
noun predicates ... " (Suttles nd: 115) 

Here are some examples from Suttles (nd: 115): 

stri·tkil· 
none streetcar 
"There was no streetcar." 

114. ?gwgte? ng-sqWgmey 
none lSG.poss-dog 
"I don't have a dog." (literally: "There is no my dog.") 

115. ?gw~te? kwt=?it~t 
none DET=sleep 
"Nobody slept." (literally: "There was no that slept.") 

The same pattern exists in Sechelt, where an element xWakW~t is used 
in negative existential clauses, distinct from the regular negators xWa and tawa 
(Beaumont 1985). 

116. xWakW~t ng-tala (Beaumont 1985: 52) 
none lSG.POSS-money. 
"I have no money." (literally, HThere is no my money.") 

117. xwa. xWakWgt n~-tattgn (Beaumont 1985: 52) 
no none lSG.POSS-knife. 
"No. I don't have a knife." (literally, "No. There is no my knife.") 

Straits Salish (MontIer 1986, Galloway 1990) has also developed a negative existential, 
?~w~n~?, from its regular negative predicate ?iw~. The latter either takes a nominalized 
or a plain clause and thus appears to be in the process of changing from Pattern A to 
Pattern C, without passing through Pattern B. 

118. ?gwgn~?=4~? ste1] (MontIer 1986: 215) 
none=EMP what 
"There is nothing." 

119. ?gwgn~? ng-s-xc-it (Galloway 1990: 31) 
none lSG.POSS-NOM-TR 
"I don't know him." (literally: "My knowing him doesn't exist."). 

In contrast, the neighboring Central Salish language Lushootseed, which, recall, has 
maintained Pattern A negation, uses its regular negator xWi? freely in negative existential 
contexts, as in Lillooet. 

120. xWi? kWi=gW~-sqW~bay ?al 
NEG D/C=IRR=dog at 
"There are no dogs around here." 

ti?a 
here 

(Hess 1995:94) 
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121. xWi? kWi=gW~-scqi ?al 
NEG D/C=IRR=sockeye at 
"There are no sockeye in this river." 

ti?a? 
this 

stulakW(Hess 1995:94) 
river 

These facts seem to show that development of a separate negati ve existential quantifier -
presumably with concomitant loss of existential force for the regular (propositional) 
negator - correlates with the change from Pattern A negation to less strictly biclausal 
patterns (Patterns B, B', and C). Why might this be? 

Recall the analysis of Section 3.2.1 in which Pattern A sentential negation is 
dependent on negative existential quantification over minimal situations, which include 
both individuals and events. Recall also that on Arregui and Matthewson's analysis, the 
nominalizer is responsible for 'minimizing' situations, thereby allowing the negator to 
quantify over events as well as individuals. Now, nominalization in sentential negation is 
lost in Patterns B, B', and C: therefore, by hypothesis, in languages showing these 
patterns the negator should no longer able to act as a negative existential quantifier over 
minimal situations. It will follow that the semantics of propositional negation should 
work rather differently in these languages than in those showing Pattern A negation 
(though I will remain agnostic here as to exactly how it does work). Moreover, if the 
propositional negator is no longer semantically a negative existential quantifier in Pattern 
B, B' and C languages, then it will not be able to quantify over individuals either, 
spurring the development of a separate negative existential quantifier whose domain is 
restricted to individuals. I speculate that this is exactly what has happened in 
Halkomelem, Sechelt, Straits and other languages which have developed separate 
negative existentials. 

In this respect it is significant that across Salish, if a language employs 
nominalization at all to introduce subordinate clauses, it will always do so in 
quantificational clauses referring to a plurality of events. As far as I can ascertain, this is 
an exceptionless generalization across the family. It thus really does appear that 
quantification over situations in Salish is dependent on nominalization, as conjectured by 
Arregui and Matthewson. 

Notice also that according to this story, the development of separate negative 
existentials is not contingent on the loss of biclausal status for negation, but more 
specifically on the loss of nominalized negated propositions. This means that even under 
a biclausal or semi-biclausal analysis of Pattern B negation, we still expect negative 
existential predicates to develop. . 

4.1.3 Further remarks on Pattern 8' 

I will have less to say about Pattern B', which, recall, is limited to Squamish. In 
fact, much of the preceding discussion of Pattern B negation applies a fortiori to Pattern 
B'; in particular, if Pattern B negation involves a small clause complement to a negative 
predicate, as I have claimed, then clearly Pattern B' negation must have a biclausal 
structure, since it occupies a middle ground between Patterns A and B. More specifically, 
since Squamish negation does involve a subordinating 'complementizer' (q), we can 
assume that there is some kind of CP projection between the higher negative verb and its 
complement clause; and since there is no copying of the features of the lower subject to 
the higher subject position, we can assu~e that the clausal boundary between negation 
and its complement is less porous than in Pattern B. This means that the change from 
nominalized to conjunctive inflection is not necessarily combined with loss of biclausal 
status - a conclusion we have already reached in our discussion of Pattern B, but which is 
more obviously forced by a consideration of Pattern B' . 

Interestingly, the second major conclusion that we reached in our discussion of 
Pattern B also receives rather striking support from Pattern B J. This is the correlation of 
the loss of nominalization in negative construction with the development of a separate 
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negative existential predicate. The negative existential in Squamish is hawq, identical in 
form to the propositional negator haw plus the subordinating complementizer q; however, 
in the negative existential construction, the two have fused to yield a separate lexical 
item. Kuipers is quite specific about this: 

The element Iql has assumed the status of a suffix in Ihaw-ql 'there is 
not' ... That Iql is a suffix rather than a clitic here is proved by the fact 
that the clitic l?uI, which in interrogative sentences always is the 
second word from the beginning, follows the combination !haw-q/, 
e.g. Ihaw-q=u? na=s-nicim-sl 'didn't he say anything?' (versus Type 
IlIa !haw=u? q?=axw ?itnl 'didn't you eat?" (Kuipers 1967: 195) 

Some examples of negative existential hawq follow (all from Kuipers 1967: 195): 

122. hawq yi?ut 
NEG firewood 
"There is no firewood." 

123. hawq cicap-s 
NEG work- 3POSS 
"He has no work." (litenilly "There is no his work.") 

124. hawq n-sqWuy-n~xW 
NEG ISG.POSS -catch-TR 
"I caught nothing." (literally "There is no my catch.") 

4.1.4 Further remarks on Pattern C 

Finally, we return to Pattern C, where negation forms a single clause with the 
negated constituent, at least according to surface morphological diagnostics. Pattern C 
languages are widely diffused around the Salish family (as opposed to Pattern Band B' 
languages, which occupy a limited area of Central Salish territory), and share little in 
terms of shared development save the abandonment of Pattern A negation in favour of a 
simpler monoclausal system. Moreover, data on Pattern C systems is harder to adduce 
than elsewhere, so my remarks in this section will be briefer and more speculative than 
elsewhere. I will concentrate on the question of whether separate negative existentials 
have developed in any of these languages, which we might expect since, like Pattern B 
and Pattern B' languages, Pattern c languages either have or are in the process of losing 
nominalization in the complement to propositional negation. 

Aside from Straits and the secondary Pattern C negative constructions in 
Squamish, Upriver Halkomelem and Lushootseed (see Section 2.3 above), Pattern C is 
attested in the outliers Tillamook and Bella Coola, and in (most of) the Southern Interior. 
I have nothing to add concerning the former, mostly because I do not have sufficient data 
to draw any fl;lfther conclusions. As far as the Southern Interior is concerned, it is 
possible to glean some information on negative existentials, though nothing very 
systematic. As far as I can see, no Southern Interior language has developed a distinct 
negative existential quantifier; in the negative existential constructions I have been able 
to find, the regular (all purpose) negator is employed, just as in Pattern A languages, 
though without an introductory determiner, and only sporadically with nominalization: 

125. lut ?i?=t=s-qilxW k~m t=sfim kWu=t~=c-kw~n-nu-st-s 
NEGDET=OBL=NOM-man or OBL=what ISG.OBJ=EMP=STA-get-NCT-CAU-3TR 
"There is no person or anything that can catch me." (Ok: A. Mattina 1985: 153) 
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126. lut fg=kt-t-Kg.lCgt-m-gn-cut-(t)n 
NEG EMP=FUT -to-near(redup )-MID-TR-RFL-INS 
"Nobody goes near it." (Ok: A. Mattina 1985: 123) 

127. Iut stim-s l=siwtkw 

NEG what-3POSS in-water 
"Nothing in the water was touching it." 

128. tgW~1 stirn cn=Iut 
because . what ISG.SU=NEG 
"Why don't I have a father?" 

c-tka-nxw 

STA-touch-TR 
(Ok: A. Mattina 1985: 137) 

pIpe? 
father 

(Cr: Doak 1997: 275) 

129. tam=ce? x~it tu?=sqelixW 
NEG=yet many DET=Indian 
"There are not many Indians left." (Ka: Vogt 1940: 75) 

It is hard to know how to analyze this sporadic data, though I have the feeling that 
negation works rather differently in the southern Interior than in other branches of the 
family; in fact, the Okanagan examples in (125) and (127) look rather suspiciously like 
cases of constituent negation. Clearly, this is one area where much more work is needed. 

4.2 Brief typological notes 

We have seen that in Salish, Pattern A negation (with a negative predicate 
selecting a nominalized subordinate clause) is the basic pattern from which contemporary 
Salish languages have to a greater or lesser extent diverged. 

Interestingly, it turns out that in a larger cross-linguistic context, biclausal 
negation is highly marked. In his typological survey of negation, Payne (1985: 207) 
(citing Mulder 1978), points out that 'negative verbs' are entirely absent from verb 
medial languages, and highly marked even in verb initial and verb final systems. Outside 
of Salish, indeed, they are well-established only in certain Polynesian languages (e.g. 
Maori (Bauer 1993) and Tongan (Chung 1970». Example (130) is from Tongan 
(Churchland 1953: 56, cited by Payne 1985: 208) and (131) from Maori (Bauer 1993: 
140). 

130. na'e tikai [ke falu 'a Siale] 
ASP NEG [ASP go ABS Charlie] 
"Charlie didn't go." 

131. kaahore e [tipu te hua whenua ki reira] 
NEG T/ASP [grow the fruit land to there] 
"Fruit won't grow there." 

The Tongan example is particularly clearly a case of bilingual negation, in that separate 
aspect markers appear in the higher (negative) clause and the lower (negated) clause. 

Aside from their rarity, there are a number of other interesting generalizations that 
appear to be common to all languages with 'negative verbs'. First, just as in Salish, 
Polynesian languages with biclausal negation tend to avoid constituent negation (Bauer 
1993: 146-147). Second, the propositional negator is also used as a negative existential 
quantifier, as can be seen by comparing the Maori examples in (132) and (133).22 

22 Maori does however have a separate negator for equational and attributive constructions: see Bauer 
1993: 143-145). 
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132. kaahore he taniwha 
NEG a taniwha 
"There are no taniwha." 

133. kaahore a Hera i te 
NEG PERS Hera TI A 
"Hera is/was not listening." 

whakarongo 
listen 

(Bauer 1993: 78) 

(Bauer 1993: 141) 

(133) also illustrates a third significant aspect of Maori negation: a strong tendency to 
raise the subject out of the negated clause to occupy the matrix clause subject position. 
(Recall that Polynesian languages are predicate initial, like Salish, so the subject Hera in 
(133) is in the matrix negating clause, not the subordinated negated clause where it 
originated). (134-135) show the same phenomenon: 

134. kaahore anoo he tangatakia tae mae (Bauer 1993: 141) 
NEG yet a people SUBJ arrive hither 
"Nobody has arrived yet." 

135. kaahore taatou e haere ana apoopoo (Bauer 1993: 141) 
NEG IPLEXCL TI A move TI A tomorrow 
"We are not going tomorrow." 

(Note the separate aspect markers in the matrix and subordinate clauses in (135), as in the 
Tongan example in (130». . 

The subject-to-subject raising process shown here (studied in some detail across 
Polynesian in Chung 1978) has obvious analogues in Salish, though there, as we have 
seen, pronominal clitics rather than full DPs are involved. Nevertheless, the comparison 
is highly suggestive, and - if the generalization is a true one - hints that weakening of 
biclausal negation structures might universally take place via subject raising processes. 
For the moment, however, we will leave this suggestion at the level of a wild surmise. 

4.3 Theoretical issues 

Last, but not least, I tum very briefly to some theoretical issues raised by the 
analysis of Salish negation presented here. 

The first thing to observe is that though biclausal negation is easily translated into 
a standard Boolean propositional calculus by treating the negator as a propositional . 
operator (as in most introductory semantics textbooks), this is precisely what doesn't 
happen in Salish. Rather, as we have seen, biclausal (Pattern A) negation involves a 
negative existential quantifier ranging over minimal situations. It turns out that as far as 
contemporary semantic treatments of negation are concerned, this is just as well. For 
example, Ladusaw (1996: 322) notes that "there is no formal necessity of giving 
propositional negation primacy in linguistic analysis", and furthermore opines that 
"achieving results ... requires going beyond the simplistic view of negation as a 
propositional operator inherited from 'baby logic' , to examining the multiple notions of 
negation in algebras of interpretation" (ibid: 340). 

While escaping the charge of 'baby logic' , however, Salish negation still poses 
some challenges to treatments of negation based on more familiar (generally European) 
languages. Two aspects in particular require further theoretical attention. 

The first is the total or near total absence of constituent negation in Salish - in 
semantic terms, the limitation of negation to a single denotational domain, that of the 
proposition (see 3.4.1 above). This seems to run counter to "the multiple notions of 
negation in algebras of interpretation" approach championed in particular by Keenan and 
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Faltz (1985), who develop a view of negation as a complement operation which can be 
generalized across any denotational domain. 

The second challenge (which I suspect may well be related to the first) is the 
apparent lack of sensitivity to information structure shown by Salish negation (see 3.4.2). 
In more familiar languages, negation is interpreted with respect to a set of 
presuppositions, and operates only on the non-presupposed portion of an utterance (see 
e.g. Herburger 2000, and references therein). However, biclausal negation seems to 
operate over a whole proposition rather than just the focused part (generally, but not 
always, the VP). Is this a superficial property of (Pattern A) Salish syntax, or is there a 
deeper semantic difference underlying the surface variation? 

I have answers to neither of these questions, but in both cases, I believe further 
research is warranted, as we move from the superficial examination of surface 
morphosyntactic patterns in Salish towards a deeper understanding of the syntactic and 
semantic parameters underlying them. 

5. Conclusion 

It is high time to conclude. Here are the principal findings of this investigation: 

(i) Across Salish, there are three major negation patterns and one minor pattern 

(ii) Of these, the original proto-Salish pattern (A) probably involved a biclausal 
structure, with a negative predicate selecting a nominalized propositional 
complement 

(iii) A detailed investigation of this pattern in the Northern Interior language Linooet 
reveals that it is best analyzed as involving a negative existential quantifier, which 
'unselectively' quantifies over individuals and events 

(iv) I have proposed a preliminary analysis of this pattern as involving quantification 
over minimal situations, following work of Arregui and Matthewson (2001) 

(v) Pattern B negation (where an optional pronominal copy of the subject of the 
negated predicate appears adjacent to the negator) is best analyzed as a kind of 
copy raising from a small clause complement to a negati ve predicate 

(vi) The abandonment of propositional nominalization in the complement to the 
negative predicate correlates with the development of separate negative existential 
predicates in a number of languages with Pattern B, B', and C negation 

Nit ti?! 
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